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Abstract: Inquiry has been emphasized in science classrooms, but the problems shown in the inquiry are somewhat different with ones that students usually meet and experience in everyday life. The purpose of this study is to investigate how attitudes toward the task and thinking skills affect students’ problem solving process, especially, the way of creating a problem space and elaborating problem solving strategies when they have little schema. The difference in students’ problem solving strategies of Lego Robotics class, one of the summer programs for 4th-6th grade gifted students, which is new to them, was investigated. The results are as follows: (1) The difference in attitudes toward the task, or selection and identification of the missions, and the perception of operators, affected creating a different problem space. (2) Different level of thinking skills, or analytical and flexible thinking, efficient elaborative skill, and application of schema affected a different level of elaboration of the problem space and resulted in a success rate of problem solving. (3) Different initial problem space resulted in different problem solving strategies. But without thinking skills, students could not elaborate problem solving strategies efficiently. Several instructional recommendations to promote scientific inquiry were suggested based on the results.
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Introduction

Inquiry has been emphasized in science classroom for several reasons. Students can gain new data to change their ideas or deepen their understanding of important scientific principles through it. Students can learn about the world. Although they rarely discover knowledge that is new to humankind, current research indicates that students engaged in inquiry build knowledge new to themselves. They also develop important abilities such as reasoning, careful
observing, and logical analysis (Minstrell, 1989; Rosebery et al., 1992).

But, inquiries in school are somewhat different with ones that students usually experience in everyday life. The problems are not usually related to one specific domain. To solve these problems, students need different kinds of knowledge, or schemata in several domains acquired through their experiences inside and outside of school. Students have to combine, reorganize them through integration to find a solution. They need to know how to apply what they already know to their actual situations. Besides, students have to decide what they need to learn when they think their knowledge is not enough to solve their problems. If we want to improve student’s inquiry skills, we should understand how students approach a solution in those contexts, especially, from the point of view of problem solving, not just inquiry in school.

Problem solving is an investigative task whereby the solver explores the solution path to reach a goal from given information. Problem solving needs thinking skills. Students should plan, monitor, and evaluate their strategy. Creativity, inductive reasoning, deductive reasoning, spatial visualization, and other thinking skills are required for creating strategy and analyzing the result (Stemberg, 1985). Some authors argue that such factors as attitudes and constraints of the task may determine problem solving representation and solution activity (Voss et al., 1983; Schoenfeld, 1983). Problem solving strategy is a technique that may not guarantee a solution, but serves as a guide in the problem-solving process (Mayer, 1983). It reflects how students create a problem space and how they approach a solution using thinking skills.

Main interest in this study is to investigate that how those above factors, thinking skills and attitudes of the task, affect students’ problem solving process, especially, the way of creating a problem space and elaborating problem solving strategies when they have little schema. The question addressed is what main factors can explain the difference of students’ achievement when they try to solve a problem at the same condition, having little schema to a problem and how those factors drive students the way of approaching their solution.

In this study, the difference in students’ problem solving strategies affecting their achievements in Lego Robotics class, one of summer programs for 4th-6th grade gifted students which is new to them, was investigated. And how thinking skills and attitudes of the task influenced students’ problem solving process was also examined.

Problem Solving Strategies, Problem Space, and Attitude

Problem solving is a learning that bridges the gap between the learner’s existing knowledge and the solution to the problem through transformation of information by analysis, synthesis, hypotheses, formulation, testing, rearrangement, recombination, translation, and integration (Ausubel, 1968). Most research on problem solving has been focusing on how people apply their schema to solve the problem (Gick, 1986). Especially, they have been trying to find out how schema (learning) connects with strategy (problem solving process). Comparison between ‘High A’ and ‘Low A’ (comparison between the people who have much schema related to problems and those who have not) has been researched for this purpose. Dhillon (1998) summarized commonly used strategies in problem solving: analogy, brainstorming, envisioning, forward strategy, generate and test, heuristic search, means-ends analysis, problem abstraction, problem decomposition, working backward. He mentioned that most solvers use a combination of these problem-solving strategies and the strategies used depend on the amount of factual and procedural information available and the experience of the problem solver.

Pizzini et al. (1989) mentioned the importance of creating a problem space, which is a mental representation of the problem that includes a description of objects, the initial problem situation, the necessary operator(s) to solve the problem and an idea of the goal or final state. As to Goldschmidt (1997), problem space continuously changes depending on
Fig. 1. The interaction between problem solving strategy and problem space.

Solver’s definition of a problem and operators coming with a number of functions, e.g., evaluation, transformation, and problem-specific heuristic from an initial state through intermediate states to a goal state. In summary, understanding the problem construct a problem space and determine the problem solving procedure used to explore and solve it. Problem solving strategy interacts with problem space and change the approach to a solution, e.g., route, operator, and so on. If the problem is re-identified, the problem space will be changed and as a result, problem solving strategy will be, either (Fig. 1).

This process needs thinking skills. Sternberg (1985) classified thinking skills into three groups: meta-components, performance components, and knowledge acquisition components. Meta-components are used to plan, monitor and evaluate. Performance components are used to execute the meta-components and provide feedback, and vary by discipline. Knowledge acquisition processes are used to learn concepts or procedures.

Problem itself is another thing we should consider in problem solving process. In reality, scientists choose their research topic through their research or reading articles, or discussion with other scientists. They select to solve one or several topics among many problems they meet. Students choose one or several problems they want to solve among things they meet in everyday life. They identify the problems based on their experience and concept and establish their problem solving strategies using thinking skills. If they realize they don’t have enough schemata to solve it, they need to determine what schemata they have to learn and how to do it for the next step. If we want to know how the students solve the problems, we should give them a chance to choose the problems they want to solve, trace how they create a problem space, elaborate problem solving strategies, and analyze their processes.

Research on effective thinking and intelligent behavior indicates that there are identifiable characteristics of effective thinkers and Costa mentioned the list of 16 habits of mind which provide the dispositions necessary to do the skillful thinking: persisting when the solution to a problem is not readily apparent, managing impulsivity, Listening to others with understanding and empathy, thinking flexibly, metacognition, striving for accuracy and precision, asking questions and posing problems, applying past knowledge to new situations, thinking and communicating with clarity and precision, gathering data through all senses, creating, imaging, innovating, responding with wonderment and awe, taking responsible risks, finding humor, thinking interdependently, and remaining open to continuous learning (Costa, 2003).

Then, what thinking skills and attitudes and how do they affect students’ problem solving process especially, the way of creating a problem space and elaborating problem solving strategies, and result in different achievements?

The purpose of this study is to investigate the students’ problem solving strategies when they are encouraged to solve the problems where they have not much schema in working with. In this study, I traced the problem solving strategies of gifted students participating in Lego Robotics class, one of the 4th-6th grade summer programs in U.S. and compare their strategies in between ‘High A’ and ‘Low A’ groups.

**Lego Robotics Class**

**The context of Lego Robotics class**

FIRST LEGO League (FLL) is an international program for children ages 9-14 (9-16 outside of the U.S. and Canada). Its program is for engaging students in playful and meaningful learning while helping them to discover the fun in science and
technology. Students are expected to build and experiment, creating ideas, solving problems, and overcoming obstacles and to shape a positive perception of science and technology and motivate them to learn through this program.

One of main parts in this program is a hands-on, interactive robot game. Teams design, build, program, and test autonomous robots that must perform a series of tasks, or missions. In 2006, Students designed, built, and programmed for robots to complete missions using model related to Nano-technology(Lego League Homepage).

Lego Robotics class, one of summer programs at center for the gifted and talented in one University in U.S. for 4th-6th grade gifted students in 2007 is for introducing gifted students who are new, but interested in robots to FLL, encouraging them to explore science and technology, and challenging them to develop their problem solving skills. Students experienced a same robot game and a project of FLL in 2006, but used a new robot model, Mindstorms NXT Robot in 2007. Students were expected to learn about the nano world as they designed, built, and programmed a robot to solve the missions for two weeks, 10 days, 3 hours a day, total 30 hours. In this study, robot game was a main focus for tracing students’ problem solving strategies.

Students were required to put a robot together, learn about programming for a robot and the principle of sensors, and test them before starting their missions. Students decided their speed of learning and programs they want to learn through a video trainer as self-directed learners. Because of short time in Lego Robotics class rather than FLL, they chose several missions they want to complete among total nine missions. After putting the robot together and learning through a video trainer, they are expected to decide missions and sensors for them. They created their strategies and made attachment tools for their missions. At the same time, students were expected to research through books, or resources, or websites and prepare for a presentation. The teacher’s role was a facilitator, not an instructor. She guided directions through asking questions only when students needed help.

The number of the students in this class in 2007 was 19. Seven 4th, eight 5th, and four 6th grade gifted students registered. Among them, two 4th grade students were girls and others were boys. Five teams, two 4th, two 5th and one 6th grade teams consisting of three or four students were built depending on their grades, and each team was provided two Mindstorms NXT Robots. Therefore, two students were expected to cooperate with each other to build, program and test a robot independently from other members in their team.

In addition, students could share any ideas with other teams and develop their strategies from other team’s behaviors. All students could watch other team’s strategies, tools, and their success or failure. They could apply similar strategies or tools which other teams already succeeded with. Students could also give advices to other teams or help them make tools or program for a robot.

This class was selected to investigate students’ problem solving strategies for three reasons. First, Lego Robot was new to all participants, even though they were familiar with Lego. Therefore, this study could carry out on the assumption that they had little schema to this class and they would start at the same level of knowledge. The second, all the participants chose this program because they liked science and Lego very much. They had motivation to solve their missions eagerly. The third, all participants were identified as gifted students in their school, or took several programs for gifted inside and outside of school. Students’ clear expression of thinking were expected.

**Missions in Lego Robotics class**

Figure 2 shows the missions in the Lego Robotics class. All the missions were based on Nano-technology model made of Lego materials or images. Mission 1, for example, is to lift the truck by a thin cable of carbon nanotubes. The robot must move the truck onto the lift frame and activate the lift. This
mission had two parts. One was to push the truck and the other was to push the long stick so that the lift frame would be activated (Fig. 3).

Main challenge for all missions was that the navigation of the robot had some error. Even if students made a program for going straight, it drifted. As the longer the distance the robot should go, the bigger the error existed. Students had to find the way how the robot reached the goal station with the least errors before it started the missions. Another challenge was time. Students needed to complete their missions within 2 minutes and 30 seconds.

In summary, students needed to create strategies for reaching the goal station, make appropriate attachment tools and program for completing their missions in limited time.

**Data collection and analysis**

It is essential to observe students’ behaviors and how they reflect their strategies to trace the students’ problem solving strategies. Videotaping is the good method for that. Every time students tested their robots on the board, Author videotaped and asked them what they changed and the reason. They could change the program, attachment tools, paths to the goal station, or any combination of those. Field note of observing the class was used for understanding the process of the class and recording the progress of each team’s works. Students were supposed to write their journals everyday during the class. At the start of the class, students wrote what challenges they faced and what strategies they planned for solving their problems. At the end of the class, they reflected their progress and wrote what problems they solved or what problems they could not solve and the reason (Fig. 4).

Journaling was for students to reflect their problem solving strategies and stimulate to develop them. Because most students were boys and did not like to write, journaling was an assistance tool for understanding their progress. Instead, author interviewed each group about their perception about their progress and how they changed their strategies and the reason on
occasion. In addition, videotape was analyzed roughly
everyday and interviewed students whenever Author
could not understand their behavior or strategies.
Interviews and videotaping were the main methods
and field note and journaling were the assistant
methods of tracing students' problem solving strategies.

There were five teams. Each team of four students
divided into two groups of two which could work
with one robot each. The exception was one 4th grade
group that had three members who worked with one
robot. Total 9 groups were built and each group could
work independently. The main problem in this study
was the different speed of group's working in learning
and putting a robot together before they started their
missions. I excluded groups whose speed of putting a
robot together and learning through a video trainer
was too slow. Only the groups who were ready for
starting their missions at the similar time and tried at
least two missions were considered. One 4th, three 5th,
and one 6th grade, total five groups were selected.

Interviews were translated. Each group's works
were rearranged from videotaping and interviews and
made the 1st analysis note. The note included the
whole process of five group's problem solving and my
analysis of their behaviors and thoughts. It also
included the reason why they selected their missions,
the way of reflecting on their works, and the way of
changing their strategies or tools from that. Field note
and journaling were used to assess the reliability of
the 1st analysis note. Author focused on and compared
the characteristics of their elaboration of problem
solving strategies when they succeeded or failed in
their missions. Table 1 shows the information of five
groups, the missions they tried, and their success. The
names of groups and students are not real.

Among these groups, author divided into High
Achievement ('High A') and Low Achievement ('Low
A') groups depending on the accomplishments of their
missions at the end of this course. 'High A' groups
were defined as those who tried and succeeded in at
least two missions during the class or competition.
'Low A' groups were defined as those who tried at
least two missions, but succeeded in only one or could
not in any mission. The 'High A' groups were three
5th grade groups and the 'Low A' groups were one 4th
and one 6th grade group (Table 1). Based on the
results of tracing each group's creation and elaboration
of problem spaces, author elicited what factors,
especially, what attitudes of the task and thinking skills
could explain the difference of the accomplishments
on their missions, or and how those factors affected
their problem solving processes between 'High A' and
'Low A' groups.

Findings

The problem solving strategies between 'High A'
and 'Low A' groups were different in the way of
creating a problem space and elaborating it.

The way of creating a problem space

Students created different problem spaces in the
way of choosing missions, identifying them, and
perceiving operators, or sensors and programming to
complete their missions (Table 2). Students seemed to
choose missions which they thought easy to solve and
to use same attachment tools or same sensors for
different ones.

Those are pushing an object and pretty simple-
'High A' group 3.
We chose missions because those two missions

Table 1. Description of groups on Lego Robotics class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Student name</th>
<th>grade</th>
<th>Missions they tried to solve</th>
<th>Missions they succeeded in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Achievement ('High A') group 1</td>
<td>Honghyun and Paul</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>(3), (8), and (5)</td>
<td>(3), (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Achievement ('High A') group 2</td>
<td>Mike and Nick</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>(1) and (8)</td>
<td>(1), (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Achievement ('High A') group 3</td>
<td>Roger and Jay</td>
<td>5th</td>
<td>(3), (5), and (7)</td>
<td>(5), (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Achievement ('Low A') group 1</td>
<td>Jonathan and Brad</td>
<td>6th</td>
<td>(1) and (8)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Achievement ('Low A') group 2</td>
<td>Kang, Adam and Rob</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>(1), (3), (8), and (9)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are to push things’ ‘High A’ group 2. 06/18/2007.

But the difference between ‘High A’ and ‘Low A’ group were whether they took risks for complicate trials for high score, or were willing to learn difficult things for increasing the success, or not. ‘High A’ group 1 chose missions near the black line instead of choosing easy looking missions for going to the goal station (Fig. 2). They saw other kids’ robots move drift. They thought that If they could program for a light sensor so that the robot followed the black line, it could reach the goal without drift errors. So, it was important for them to choose missions where they could use light sensor. Light sensor was the most difficult concept among all sensors and it was not easy for them to learn it. But they wanted to learn and spent much time on understanding the principle of it.

‘Low A’ groups also chose missions they thought simple and easy to solve, but they wanted easy strategies or tools. ‘Low A’ group 2 wanted to follow the same tool or strategies of other groups after they watched other groups’ work. They tried mission (1), (3), (8), and (9) which other groups already succeeded in. But instead of taking risks, making complicate programs and sticking on their missions for success, they easily moved to another mission whenever they thought it more difficult than their expectation.

All groups examined the problems at first. They created the initial idea or strategies by moving their robot by hand and discussed it. ‘High A’ groups tried to figure out what mission was exactly before they started a mission. It took long for them to discuss the mission itself or what sensors they could use for it. They examined all the hypotheses or possibilities. They discussed the way to reduce the drift errors and get to the goal station, and what attachment tools they needed.

On the other hand, it did not take long for ‘Low A’ groups to consider problems itself. They wanted to solve their problems quickly. They selected simplest ways and programs rather than considering accuracy. They tried their strategies first and elaborated the program only after watching the result rather than tried to create an elaborated strategy and program considering all the possible cases they could think for accuracy.

The difference in identification of the problems, or missions between ‘High A’ and ‘Low A’ groups resulted in the contrast in perception of the operators, or sensors and programming.

‘High A’ groups considered the sensor or programming, i.e. operators seriously. They perceived the importance of schemata they had to learn for carrying out their missions. Before they determined which mission they wanted to complete, they tested all sensors, discussed the possibility of using each sensor, and spent time on acquiring the schemata, or operators.

‘High A’ group 1 started their missions later rather than other groups. They spent much time on learning about the sensors. They watched a video trainer, followed the direction in detail, and learned principles of different sensors and how to program. They tested the demo programs to make sure their learning. Once they mastered it, the speed of their working was accelerated. All the robot had to do was to follow the black line for getting to the goal stations. They didn’t have to consider the drift errors which other groups were concerned the most (Fig. 5).

Meanwhile, ‘Low A’ groups wanted to solve their problems quickly rather than explore the possibility of using different sensors. They underestimated the prerequisite of schemata. ‘Low A’ group 1 did not watch a video trainer seriously and did not test all the sensors. They said light sensor was too difficult for them to understand. But they did not even try the

---

![Fig. 5. ‘High A’ group 1’s attachment tools for mission 3.](attachment tool)
Table 2. The way of creating a problem space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missions chosen</th>
<th>‘High A’ group</th>
<th>‘Low A’ group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>· Students chose missions which they thought easy to solve and to use same attachment tools or same sensors for different missions.</td>
<td>· Students took risks for complicate trials for high score, or were willing to learn difficult things for increasing the success</td>
<td>· Students wanted easy strategies or tools. They wanted to follow the same tool or strategies of other groups’ successful works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of problem, or initial problem situation</td>
<td>· It took long for students to discuss the mission itself or what sensors they could use for it.</td>
<td>· It did not take long for students to consider problems itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Students tried to figure out what mission was exactly before they started a mission.</td>
<td>· Students examined all the hypotheses or possibilities.</td>
<td>· Students selected simplest ways and programs rather than considering accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Students considered the sensor or programming, i.e. operators seriously.</td>
<td></td>
<td>· Students tried their strategies first and elaborated the program only after watching the result before considering all the possible cases for accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception of operators, or sensors and programming</td>
<td>· Before students determined which mission they wanted, they tested all sensors and programming.</td>
<td>· Students did not watch a video trainer seriously and did not even try the demo program for some sensors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Students spent enough time on acquiring the schemata, or operators.</td>
<td></td>
<td>· Students wanted to solve their problems quickly rather than explore the possibility of using different sensors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>· Students started on the mission straight right after learning simple programs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

demo program. After learning simple programs, or going straight and backward, they started on the mission straight.

Elaborating a problem space: Thinking skills affecting the problem solving strategies

‘High A’ and ‘Low A’ groups elaborated problem spaces differently. Analytical and flexible thinking and capability of elaborating strategies efficiently and applying schema not learned from Lego Robotics class to strategies affected them (Table 3).

‘High A’ groups could figure out their problems of their strategies, or attachment tools, or program very quickly from reflection and created new strategy to solve the problem.

When ‘High A’ group I tried to program for robot to follow the black line for mission (3), the main challenge was that black line had branch roads and the robot should be programmed for choosing left or right side on every branch road for reaching the goal stations (Fig. 5).

They programmed to turn right when the robot meet the branch roads, but the robot could not search a right line and circled instead. Honghyun and Paul looked confused at first. But, suddenly, Honghyun said, “I got it! Look! Black circle (black circle is the center of branch roads) is too thick, so light sensor can not sense the opposite line of the circle. We should reprogram it.”

They modified the program for robot to follow the right line of black road before it met branch road and succeeded in it./ 06/15/2007

On the other hand, ‘Low A’ groups could not figure out what the problem was exactly in their strategies. They had much difficulty in finding whether their problem was from program or attachment tools or the strategies. During working with mission (1), ‘Low A’ group 2 had much difficulty in solving their problem. To complete this mission, the robot must move the truck onto the lift frame and activate the lift (Fig. 3). They made two attachment pushing tools like other groups. Students should consider the distance between the truck and stick for activating the lift a frame to complete the mission. ‘Low A’ group 2’s work on this mission failed continuously. The distance between two attachment tools was not appropriate. Before pushing the truck completely, the robot pushed the
stick to activate the lift frame and the truck was fallen. They could not realize what their problem was. Instead of correcting their attachment tools, they just only reprogrammed because they thought their program was not correct.

‘High A’ groups were very flexible in elaborating their strategies and attachment tools. ‘High A’ group 2 tried the same pushing tool used in mission (1) for mission (8) at first. They added another push tool for mission (8) later because they realized the robot should push the lower area for it. This new tool could be folded not to be an obstacle when the robot worked with mission (1) (Fig. 6). ‘Low A’ groups also changed their strategies or tools as ‘High A’ groups did. But their thinking was limited and not enough efficient to solve their problems. As they sometimes did not know what their problems were in their strategy, they seemed to have difficulty in being flexible in changing their previous strategies.

Conclusions and Implications

The problem solving strategies between ‘High A’ (High achievement) and ‘Low A’ (Low achievement) groups were different in the way of creating a problem space and elaborating it. The difference in attitudes toward the task between each group, or selection and identification of the missions, and perception of operators, affected creating a different problem space. On the other hand, different level of thinking skills, or analytical and flexible thinking, efficient elaborative skill, and application of schema affected different level of elaboration of the problem space and as a result, success rate of problem solving.

Different initial problem space resulted in different problem solving strategies. So creating an appropriate problem space was very important as some Authors argued (Goldschmidt, 1997; Pizzini, et al., 1989). But without thinking skills, students could not elaborate problem solving strategies efficiently and complete.

Table 3. Elaborating a problem space: Reflection on and elaborating problem solving strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>‘High A’ group</th>
<th>‘Low A’ group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytical thinking</td>
<td>• Students figured out their problems of their strategies, or attachment tools, or program very quickly from reflection and created new strategy.</td>
<td>• Students could not figure out what the problem was exactly in their strategies. They had much difficulty in finding whether their problem was from program or attachment tools or the strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible thinking</td>
<td>• Students were very flexible in elaborating their strategies and attachment tools.</td>
<td>• Students changed their strategies or tools as ‘High A’ groups did. But their thinking was limited and not enough efficient to solve their problems. Because students sometimes did not know what their problems were in their strategy, they seemed to have difficulty in being flexible in changing their previous strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficient elaboration of strategies or tools</td>
<td>• Students attachment tools became stable and stronger. • Students covered or found the way to minimize the error</td>
<td>• Students’ strategies were not consistent and efficient. • Students moved to another mission quickly whenever they met some challenges and continue to fail rather than kept concentrating on it and finding the solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of schema not learned from Lego robotics class</td>
<td>• Students applied science or mathematical concepts from their experiences to establish strategies</td>
<td>• Applications of schemata from students’ experiences were not observed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their missions. 'High A' groups completed their missions through creating a problem space successfully with active attitudes toward them and elaborating the problem space efficiently using thinking skills. They tested and concretized each hypothesis through reflection, and investigated other possibilities to raise the rate of success consistently. They also persisted in their missions and elaborated their strategies, attachment tools, and programs until they made sure they completed their missions.

One of the main focus on this study is to find out how students approach the solution and how they perceive schema which they need to learn. In Lego Robotics class, operators, or sensor and program are very important schema which students should acquire to solve their missions. 'High A' group perceived the importance of schemata, or operators. They spent much time on acquiring the schema, or knowledge of operators. Meanwhile, 'Low A' groups wanted to solve their problems quickly rather than explore the possibility of using different sensors and learned complicate programming. They underestimated the prerequisite of schema. It resulted in common failure of establishing appropriate problem solving strategies when they met the challenge, because they didn't know how to modify program or how to use appropriate sensors.

Above results imply several instructional guides to promote scientific inquiry. First, Ausubel (1968) mentioned that some students are more successful than others in learning science and this may be due to differences in the way students learn—whether it is meaningful or rote learning. During creating a problem space, 'High A' groups perceived operators seriously and spending much time on acquiring them. It means that they recognized the importance of the operators as prerequisite knowledge applying to their mission and made efforts for meaningful learning. Although 'Low A' groups had motivation and interest at the task, they overlooked the importance of operators. In science class, If teachers can not relate to new knowledge and future application effectively inside and outside of school, students don’t have any reason to focus on acquiring new knowledge, or meaningful learning.

Second, scientific inquiry requires the conceptual identification of assumption, use of critical and logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations if it is to be effectively used as a method for solving problems (Thomson and Stewart, 2003). In this study, thinking skills like analytical thinking, flexible thinking, application of past knowledge to new situation, and creating and elaborating strategies were essential to solve the problem. 'High A' groups were good at these thinking skills. Analytical thinking was prerequisite condition in creating and elaborating strategies. Without it, students could not find the problem in their strategies. Only after they could figure out the problem, they could start thinking how to solve it. Flexible thinking and application of past knowledge to new situation were essential to elaborate strategies.

Attitudes toward the subject is also important as well as thinking skills for meaningful learning. Students’ attitudes toward the task played a main role in creating problem spaces, problem solving strategies, and therefore their success in this study. They include the perception about the task, tendency of taking risks, management of impulsiveness, persistence, inquisitiveness, and striving for accuracy and precision. Costa (2003) insisted that in order to engage skillfully in problem solving, decision making or knowledge generation, people must possess the inclination to decrease impulsiveness, display empathy, and be inquisitive and persistent. She identified them as the habits of mind of skillful thinking.

As Above mentioned, 'High A' (High Achievement) groups were defined as those who succeeded in at least two missions, while 'Low A' (Low Achievement) groups were those who succeeded in only one or could not in any mission. 'High A' groups showed good attitudes toward the task as well as effective thinking skills during working with their missions, those two factors affecting the creation and elaboration of appropriate problem spaces and resulting in their success. In the other hands, 'Low A' groups did not
show good attitudes toward the task nor effective thinking skills, even though they were all identified as gifted students. This result implies that to be a good problem solver, it is essential to have good attitudes toward the task as well as effective thinking skills. We need to encourage students to experience successes through solving small challenge problems to develop good attitudes toward the problem in science class. We also need to develop curriculum in interdisciplinary science contexts to motivate students and develop thinking skills so that students can feel it is useful to solve their problems in everyday life or in the future.
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